
       ! ! ! Shrewd Zeus


      		 	 Laughed [2]  
!
!
Inside 
Black. Thick black; not an absence of light but palpable, solid 
blackness.   Darkness as a dense vapour, thick with the souls of 
the dead.  The only hole in this place is plugged; for here there 
are no windows.  It is the largest possible windowless space 
imaginable.  Inside a hollow gemstone. [3]!

At first it is completely dark;  deep, cool, limitless, throbbing, 
hollow.  No light seeps in to make real its hugeness.  No sound 
undermines the silence which suggests unlimited space.  
Sounds would lend colour and confer a sort of sound body even 
on an unseeable place; absence of sound leaves it quite pure.  It 
is known, this glorious cave; it is in the heart of every Athenian, 
but in this completeness it is experienced only by Athéné 
herself.!

No sliver of light comes under the tight-fitting doors until they 
start to open, an infinitesimal crack.  Slowly, eyes begin to see 
glints in this solid velvet. Now it sounds as a vast cave of 
receding shadows.  And in these distant echoes of tiny sounds - 
a dog barking in the city far below - and in the tiniest hints of 
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The Parthenon is one of the most studied of buildings.  Yet 
there is virtually no insight about what it was like to be 
inside, and why it was like that (1).  

This essay, based on as wide a range of sources as possible, 
offers one attempt to address the issue.   It is taken from 
John McKean’s larger study on The Parthenon. 

Looking at 
the Parthenon!
!
John McKean

 [1]   The epistémé of  the 5thC Athenian, 
the ‘mind set’ as they say in the USA, is 
strangely alien today; in glimpses they are at 
times astonishingly close to us, at others 
quite beyond comprehension.  To hold the 
difficulty of  ‘translation’, Greek terms are 
sometimes used here; and the text is written, 
where possible, as from 432 BCE, the date 
of  the building’s practical completion.  

[2]   Homeric Hymn to Athéné, composed 
contemporaneously with the new temple 

[3]   The opening image, darkness as a 
palpable vapour,  is not so much mine as an 
ancient Greek one. 

There is a recent (and, unfortunately, 
convincing!) suggestion that there were 
permanent openings, high in the wall on 
either side of  the door; and thus it was 
never completely lightless.  (Korres 1984.)   
Of  course, many 19th Century 



light, the skin senses an open immensity beyond.  It is almost 
fragile; as a tiny dove, totally enclosed in great cupped hands, 
held up high in the sunshine and about to be released into the 
sky.!

Suddenly doors open a fraction more, and the vast scale jumps 
into precision, in contact with this brilliant luminous vertical 
strip, virtually ten metres high, torn in the black shell. Now a 
thin shaft of morning sunlight shot from the east strikes deep 
across the vast cavern, catching tiny golden flakes of dust 
before splashing onto the polished marble pavement and 
beginning to reflect a glow around the hall.  An encircling 
double-height colonnade can be discerned, with glinting gold 
and deep shades of colour hinting at column capitals way up in 
the dark.   While, at  eye level, beyond these columns to right 
and left, shadowy shapes glint in corners, indicating deep piles 
of treasure and booty.  Forms of statues begin to be suggested; 
intricately elaborate figures, dedications and inscriptions seem 
to clutter, veiling rich blackness beyond.   !

As the eye follows the early sunbeam westward, deep into the 
cavern, a long wall the height of a man’s head can now be made 
out standing solid and central across the space.  On this a great 
image alights, appearing out of the dark.  Eight metres wide, 
this marble plinth tells the birth story of Pandora, a tale so 
well-known to Athenians that there is no need for light in 
which to read all its detail.   Could we approach, we would see 
Hephaistos, god of techné, special to Athens not least for his 
role in Athéné’s birth, fashioning in clay his greatest creation, 
woman.  Life is breathed into her; the Olympians led by 
Athéné bestow their gifts on her;  and she is sent by Zeus to 
Earth.  The sun rises and the moon sets, as we see on this 
plinth; it is a new dawn.[4]  But we cannot get close; for the 
great platform before it is liquid.!

Above the carved marble plinth, gilded folds of drapery burn 
quietly in the pale light, burnished highlights catching and 
enhancing each drop of the meagre illumination.  Huge 
sandalled feet, higher than our heads, protrude below the folds 
of a cloak; the vast dark disk of a shield towers alongside.  
Shadowed between the golden folds of the great skirt and the 
shield, seems to be an awful snake, the snake which earths the 
goddess to this ground, links her with this spot from time 
immemorial; the snake which also is Erekhthonios, the first 
ancestor of Athens (some say the son of the virgin Athéné and 
Hephaistos), and which even tighter binds Athéné to her city of 
Athens.  Mysteriously behind the figure’s other side, half 
hidden in her shade, seems to appear a crouching, winged, 
female figure; shadowy and portentous, in a duller, bronzed 
hue.[5] !

Way far above, the figure of the great goddess can now be made 
out by eyes grown accustomed - though her spear stands so tall 
it vanishes into the dark.[6]    Glimpses of the terrifying ægis 
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reproductions were predicated on ways 
of  lighting the interior, not only  
confusing it with an open roofed temple 
mentioned by Vitruvius,  but 
subconsciously wanting to confuse its 
purpose with that of  a Christian place of  
worship.   I argue in this essay that it is 
barely even a ‘temple’ in the 
contemporary Greek sense.    Older 
traditions stick.   Mary Renault’s 
generally well-informed fiction treats this 
building as a temple for worship, lit by a 
translucent roof  - which was a standard 
proposal in the Victorian functional 
tradition.  (C.f. “soft light, creeping in 
through the roof  tiles, glowed on her 
[Athéné’s] face,” The Last of  the Wine 
(1956) 1970 ed, p.37. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
[4]   The differentiation of  mythos into 
the domains of  unverifiable and verifiable 
discourse begins contemporaneously with 
the new temple.   For my purposes here, I 
like Plutarch’s (much later) suggestion 
that truth and myth have the relationship 
of  sun and rainbow.   Myth dissipates 
truth into an iridescent variety. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
[5]   Pliny ( Lib. xxxvi, ch.v) mentions a 
brazen (i.e. bronze) sphinx which stood 
with the shield and spear on the pedestal, 
and that this was the most admired 
ornament there - and without which the 
pedestal certainly looks bare (as in the 
Ontario reconstruction).  



lead the eye further up to her pale, resolute face and great 
glinting helmet.  The awful ægis, Zeus’ goatskin cloak wrapped 
round the goddess’ shoulders, is held on her breast by the 
Gorgon’s head with its snaky coils of hair.  Far below in the city, 
mothers use images of the Gorgon head as an amulet to protect 
their children from the evil eye.  The severed, staring head of 
Medusa; killed by cunning Perseus who, using his shield as 
reflector, avoided being petrified by her gaze.  Here, it now 
clasps the ægis, worn by Athéné as the breast-plate which 
bestows magical powers of protection; its threat stare the 
armour for our city-protecting goddess.  !

Proffered on her open right hand, stands a human-size gilded 
figure of Niké, of victory; elegant, dynamically poised, its wings 
raised, head held up and neck stretched, as if just alighting.[7]  
Athéné’s arm, circled with the sparkle of jewellery, its skin 
coming visibly paler and dull out of the gilded drapery, rests 
magisterially on a column.  (A cantilevered outstretched arm, 
explain the pragmatists, would have been impossible to 
engineer).   It is a column whose beautifully ribbed shaft and 
gilded, naturalistic but metallically decorative capital can now 
be made out.[8]   With victory now in the palm of her hand, 
the goddess stands at rest, quite unlike her aggressively 
threatening pose on the panathenaic amphoras.  She now 
embodies a new image of the city.  Yet it appears as if her right 
side - confident, high, elegant, victorious, forward;  is balancing 
her left - the arm low towards the ground and the past, resting 
over the rim of her dark shield, its snake and its archaic tales.  
She is poised; her right hand open to the future, her left 
grounded in the past. !

For, on this shield’s surfaces, and below it on the even more 
earth-bound sandals, are told three great stories.  Elemental 
tales of the single great struggle against ‘the other’: the battle 
of civilization and barbarism; a struggle ever present, an agon 
never completely won.   (The sound of Athenian armies still 
valiantly holding the line round the Ionian sea echoes through 
this dark sanctuary.)   Round the rim of the goddess’ thick-soled 
sandals, young braves fight with bearded creatures half man 
half horse; on the shield’s dark inside, gods are painted 
struggling with giants - the Olympian protectors of man repel 
the forces of evil.  The shield’s outside surface, in the dim light, 
is much the most visible.   Here the Athenians, under the city’s 
own hero Theseus, are portrayed defeating that monstrous 
regiment of Amazons; warrior women who - like those Persians 
within living memory and still much alive today - dared invade 
Attica from the north.  Each of these images of  the struggle 
for humanity, civilization, identity, purity, resonate through this 
vast, dark box.  They seep through its fabric, and will be seen to 
reappear in the sharp sunlight around its outside.    Inextricably 
woven into the city’s one protective cloak, strands of Greek 
(panhellenic) stories are here mixed with those of  local Attica, 
all authenticating the purity and antiquity of the Athenian.  
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[6]   Pausanias (Attic., ap.24) is the only 
eye-witness account from antiquity   
“The image of  Athéné stands erect, 
draped with a garment reaching her feet, 
on her breast is a head of  Medusa carved 
in ivory.   She has a Victory about 4 
cubits in height.   In her hand she holds a 
spear, and at her feet has a shield and 
near the spear is a serpent, which is 
supposed to be Erekhthonios.   On the 
base of  the statue is carved the birth of  
Pandora.”  (Peter Levi’s Penguin version, 
pp 69 et seq.)   Note the modern 
reconstructions where her spear is not in 
her hand, and contrast 19th Century 
reconstructions (from Quatremere de 
Quincy, Fergusson, etc) with the left arm 
resting on the shield holding the Victory 
and the right arm aloft with the spear.  

Pausanias mentions the golden sphinx on 
the helmet.   Pliny describes the carvings 
on the shield, etc, and that the image 
stands 26 cubits [i.e. over 12 metres]. 

[7]   My description  of  the head of  
Victory in the goddess’ hand, said by 
Pliny to be particularly admired, follows 
Harrison (1982) 

[8]   The implication here is that the 
Niké alights on a capital of  spreading 
fronds, as made by the master-metal-
workers for which Corinth was famed.   
It is a pleasant - and not implausible - 
conceit that this was the first Corinthian 
column.  Pollitt (1972) talks of  the one 
Corinthian column at Bassæ - a building  
which, since Pausanias, is attributed to 
Iktinos, arkitekton at Athens’ new 
akropolis  temple -  thus: 

“Was it supposed to call to mind forms which 
were ancient and half-forgotten like the floral 
capitals which were common in the ancient 
Orient and had sporadic use in Archaic 
Greece? ... In this connection, it is interesting to 
note that Kallimachos devised, in the words of  
Pausanias, ‘a bronze palm tree,’ perhaps 
something like a Corinthian column, in the 
chamber of  the Erechtheion where the most 
ancient image of  Athéné Polias was kept.   
Perhaps it was ... in some way symbolic, like the 
olive tree, of  Athéné’s ancient aspect as a nature 
goddess.” (p130) 

I have seen no scholar link these thoughts 
back to this column under the arm of  
Parthenos, but that seems to me very 
reasonable. 



This city, by-passed and so often over-run in the dim past, 
barely mentioned in Homeric saga, but now - for a moment - 
the centre of the world, must surely protest its case too much.!

As the great doors open wider, the light, reflected deep towards 
the goddess fills out her features: the powerful, expressionless, 
owl-eyed visage looking straight ahead, her red lips and ivory 
skin, sparkling jewels round her neck and on her ears.   And, 
higher still,  her magnificent glinting helmet:  from this 
distance,  the heads of animals can be made out on its visor, 
twin griffins - the guardians of her gold - are on the horn-like 
cheek pieces; there are two winged horses; and, in the centre, 
sits her sphinx with three great plumes on top.  Athéné’s full 
height  - over 12 metres - is now apparent; it takes the breath 
away.  All clothing is gold, all flesh ivory.  The light dapples and 
so slightly moves over her, for it reflects upwards from a great 
shallow pool in which she and her plinth are palely reflected.  
This platform of shimmering water almost exactly at floor 
height, prevents a closer approach.  (Pragmatists say it is to 
retain humidity and thus will conserve the ivory; others say 
that this pool should have been filled with olive oil - the sacred 
product of Athéné herself - as is the pool before the great Zeus 
at Olympia).   Around her head, palely flickering and still 
deeply shadowed, the carved and coffered ceiling can now be 
made out, with coloured patterning,  fretwork ornament and 
an array of honeysuckle patterns.   Above the double tiered 
band of columns, with their gilded bronze rails and grilles, 
ceiling bosses glow and sparkle thinly.     !

Looking into this hekhatompedon, this hundred-foot long hall, 
from the open entrance down towards the goddess, something 
disturbs its visual ease.  Balance is usually achieved by centring 
the symmetry on a space - as with the columns across a temple 
front.  Only very occasionally, as inside Apollo Epikureos’ new 
temple at Bassæ or in the still incomplete Hephaisteion down 
in Athens below,  one central column closes the axial view.  
Here, in this uniquely broad enclosure, three columns come 
across to  complete the axis.  The five columns behind her thus 
end an interior cage of 23 double-layered columns which 
contain the sacred image.  This double-cube temenos, this 
temple grove, appears to encircle a clearing within the darkness 
beyond. It is a central space 25.5 metres long by 13.5 metres high 
with a clear span of 10.5 metres.  The subtle positioning of the 
huge plinth and its image not much more than halfway into the 
great space, and the ten metre square central pool in front, all 
work to foreshorten the depth, to emphasise the extraordinary 
breadth of this unique space, and thus the goddess’ immediacy 
and presence.   The astonishing space is so different from the 
Doric tradition of almost residual, long and narrow interiors.  
For the first time, formed by the lebensraum required by the 
goddess, a Greek temple is designed from the inside outwards. !

Just apparent beyond the enclosing columns, past the bronze 
linking rails, there is a seamless, impermeable building skin.  
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This forms a tall dark narrow ambulatory where the space is 
thickly filled: with crowns and wreaths of gold, fabrics of every 
conceivable variety; gold and silver tents, couches and thrones; 
exquisitely formed statues and bejewelled shapes.[9]   Tripods, 
folding stools and a golden oriental throne said to have been 
that of the Great King himself become visible.   (In its 
wondrous workmanship, this last could have been crafted even 
by Daidalos.[10] )    !

If we negotiate past dedications and trophies, memorials and 
treasures, offerings and votaries, moving round behind the 
great goddess will offer a dynamically new sense of  the space.    
From within this vast cloister (this tall horseshoe of 
surrounding space is itself virtually the same size as the central 
sacred enclosure), glimpses are offered of the goddess standing 
in the central clearing.     Here, at the end, in the deepest shade 
and under the palest light reflected down from the coffered 
ceiling, the gently stirring air coolly caresses.   Now, from 
behind her columned backdrop, the great central space is 
revealed as comprehensible and carefully proportionate, 
articulated by the floor’s slight level changes and by the 
enclosing double-layered colonnade.  !

A hundred feet away, looking back to the east, the wall is black 
but for the great glaring hole.   Much closer and far above 
towers the silhouetted goddess, gold glinting from helmet, 
folds of clothing and the victory alighted on her outstretched 
palm.   From here only in glimpses around the plinth and 
between the close-spaced columns, can we see that, beyond 
Athéné, towards the door stretches the silver mat which is 100 
square metres of water.   And all around is the most simple, 
vast, box of the smoothest, jointless marble: a shed which, even 
with the vast doors now open, is lined in the deepest, 
expectant, shade.  !

Clearly, and certainly for the first time in the mainland 
tradition, this place is not just a private wrapping for the god; 
nor indeed is her new image at all a traditional votive object.  
With the doors flung widely open, here is a new kind of place 
for the people of Athens.  Unlike the traditional Doric temple, 
here is a place to be entered.    A place where their new 
relationship with the city’s protectress can be acknowledged, 
dreaded, wondered at, placated, embraced.    !

!
Great Athéné

Who is this goddess, patron of this city, defender of all that is 
just and righteous, exemplar to the past, protector of the 
present, to be propitiated for the future?   Bright-eyed Athéné, 
the powerful Olympian, is daughter of Zeus -  Zeus who is both 
her father and mother.  More powerful than Artemis or 
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[9]    On the Athenian treasury in the 
temple, sources (in chronological order) 
are: Herodotos, 9.22.2; 9.80.1-2; 
Inscriptiones Graecæ, 1(3) 344-57; 11(2) 
1425, 77 and 1394,11-14; Demosthenes, 
24.129; Plutarch, Themostikles, 13.1; 
Pausanias, 1.27.1.) 

!
[10]   Daidalos was the first architect and 
sculptor; a carpenter, he invented saw, 
axe, plumb-line and gimlet.   Hence 
daidalon are finely wrought objects; 
cunningly crafted, well-made things, 
animated with a divine life. 



Aphrodite, the equal of Hera and Apollo, of Poseidon and even 
of Zeus himself, whose armour she wears.  Homeric protector 
of Troy, known as Pallas, she was the young girl brandishing 
weapons, both virgo and virago.  And it was from Troy that her 
archaic olive-wood image, the Palladion, was stolen by the 
Greeks.!

Now at Athens, she is protectress; Attica is sacred to her, 
Athens led to victory by her.   When Poseidon threatened to 
flood the land, the citizens of Athens found salvation in their 
goddess.  Though a warrior in her struggle with Poseidon for 
control of Athens and its lands - a story told most eloquently 
on the western pediment outside this new temple - it is 
through her gifts of peace that she succeeded:  Athéné 
epitomised by her olive tree and her patronage (with 
Hephaistos)  of the crafts.   Virgin goddess and guardian (some 
say mother) of Athens’ divine child Erekhthonios, she stands 
high amongst the phallic gods of Hellas.   But her ancestry is 
before time, before her protection of Mycenae; even her name 
(which is not Greek) recalls the ancient Ægean great mother.
[11] It was Erekhthonios, the divine ancestor, when once grown 
to be king of Athens, who set up the ancient image of Athéné, 
the olive-wood figure still worshipped on the akropolis today, 
on the other spot of this double site.  They say he instituted 
the panathenaia which over a century ago was consolidated 
into the ritual which rededicates and clothes that ancient 
image, sacrificing oxen in thanks for favours received and to 
guarantee her favours yet to come.!

Kings have long since disappeared, Athéné remains; wise 
planner (Boulaia, Pronoia); ‘mother’ of the god-king 
(Kourotrophos, Hygieia); virgin (Parthenos); protector of rulers 
(Phatria, Apatouria); goddess of weaving and craft (Ergave); 
tamer of horses (Hippia); leader to victory (Niké).  From such 
ancient, secret mysteries, she has turned to guarding her city 
(Promachos).  From protectress of royal children, she is become 
great goddess Polias of the polis:  Athéné of Athens. !

!
Dark and light Athéné

The new golden image, crafted by Pheidias[12], and for whose 
care and protection this new weather-proof box is formed 
under his direction, is no cult object.  It does not rival the old 
image,  which has been venerated as Athéné on the akropolis 
since time began; it stands, rather, as its enlightened twin.  This 
new image is of such outstanding beauty that she is known as 
‘the fair one’.  Naturally, the ancient image, the archaion 
agalma,  is the dark one.  The new image is recognisably 
human, it has become eikon, an image whose meaning is seen 
rather than numinous.    The new Athéné has no mystery; for 
the new Athens this new goddess embodies mastery:  she is 
imbued with a quite new form of life - artistic expression gives 
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[11]   Bernal (1987), in a fascinating, 
iconoclastic essay, claims further that 
Athéné derives from the Egyptian goddess 
Neit (hence his title Black Athena). 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
    

!
!
[12]   The most complete recent 
commentary on Pheidias’ image is Fehr 
(1979 et al) 



it atmosphere and personality.  In her new temple, noisy mice 
scurry and vanish in silence as people appear.!

Just to the north, as the other focus of this double site, lie the 
ancient sacred places: Poseidon’s salt-spring, Athéné’s olive 
tree, the lamp, the eternal fire.   Here amongst the palimpsest 
of stories of the old, northern temple[13] is the cult centre.    
Here, seated with her bowl and owl, is the venerable Athéné, 
the dark twin of Pheidias’ bright new personification.   In 
contrast, this is no colossal work of artistic mimesis.   Roughly 
formed from olive-wood, she is here from before time began; 
immutable - clothed in necklaces and a tiara, in an ægis and her 
ritually renewed robe.[14]  In her temple, the little creatures of 
the akropolis are slower, less scampering, more mysterious,  
they do not keep silence for pilgrims.!

The new image to the south, in her new and perfect casket, is 
less strange and less secret.   She does not sit and brood in 
secret power but fights in the light, shining golden. She enjoys 
(like the Homeric gods) the straightforward sacrifice of a 
hundred oxen, while her dark twin enjoys more secretive, 
magical, exciting, dark ceremonies.! ! ! !

In other words, the new, great, gold and ivory figure is a votive 
statue, a dedication, a splendid offering to the goddess, rather 
than a cult image for worship.  While her stance and archaic 
facial expression are sculpted with a masterful realism, her 
material and immense size still distance her from mortality.  
Under her surface is an intricate construction, over twelve 
metres high, of timber, metal, clay and plaster.     Perhaps it is 
simply to preserve these perishable materials that she is 
enclosed at all.   The gold and ivory surface, a novel technique, 
has an immediate and electric effect on whoever sees her.  They 
say Pheidias was instantly asked to make the similarly formed 
Zeus for Olympia, leaving even before the weatherproof 
reliquary could equally display its finely wrought finish.    !

To Athenians, approaching the new temple with the old one in 
their heart, the new Periklean civic message is obvious.  Yet the 
twin focus - the deeply absorbent and the brightly shining - 
may echo a far older pair than we can imagine.   Perhaps a 
century ago one Athéné,  the maiden warrior, was venerated on 
this southern akropolis site, striding forwards with her spear 
where her new image now stands;  and for long before that 
memory, under who remembers what name.  While on the 
northern akropolis site, another Athéné, the peaceful, fertility 
goddess, has sat for centuries; and for who knows how much 
longer as ancient earth mother.  They merged and coalesced, 
and now once more it is useful for Athens - whose whole world 
is so centrally defined by pairs of opposites - to articulate their 
separateness.!

 The venerable, ancient, reclothed stump of wood, with its 
magical properties, remains worshipped by ordinary folk. For 
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[13]      The  northern temple site will be 
rebuilt yet again, adding new layers to the 
palimpsest, incorporating walls, shrine 
and olive tree, over the next generation, 
and become known to later generations 
as the Erektheion.   In this essay I call any 
building on this, the archaic site, “the old 
temple”; the building which houses 
Pheidias’ new image I call “the new 
temple”. 

[14]   Pausanias reports that the old 
image is “the holiest thing” of  all 
Attica .  Tertullian (who, of  course, 
as an early Christian Father had a 
particular position), describes the 
ancient Athéné statue as “standing 
forth formless,  a rough stake, a 
shapeless bit of  wood.” 



the enlightened citizens of the new democracy, Athéné is now 
become Pheidias’ splendid chryselephantine image.   Parthenos  
they will call this wonder in years to come, recalling the virgin 
warrior; named from parthenon, the smaller chamber behind 
her, a name which, much later, will migrate to embrace the 
whole building.   Even in nicknaming, as much as in the battles 
depicted around her, purity and distance are repeated themes.!

Parthenon, in the Greek house, is the room where the 
unmarried girls sleep. In ancient days it was a room set safely 
apart from the great megaron hall.  Now, in this culture where 
the men of a household (master, relatives, and slaves) sleep in 
one room (andron);  and the women in another (gynaikon), the 
parthenon in distinction from both these, is the room in which 
fucking is taboo.  Here dwell the parthenoi, virgins poised on 
the brink of adult life.!

In this new temple, through that far wall, beyond the goddess 
and only accessible from outside, is the smaller chamber so 
named.  More an immense storage cupboard than a room, this 
parthenon is the treasury of Athéné; with silver from Laureion, 
booty from the Persians, and essentially filled with tribute from 
Athens’ new Ionian empire.  Springing from the midst of this 
wealth, is a square of four, slender, immensely tall Ionic 
columns curling apart at the touch of the ceiling far above.  
Ionic, the indoor, sensuous column, has never (in Attica) been 
exposed to the light of day.[15] !

And so, back-to-back, these two spaces stand together in the 
deepest heart and on the highest point; as the most protected 
and the most exposed summit of the Attic city-state.  The one 
space a great store, where a tithe of all the imperial tribute is 
dedicated to Athéné and deposited each year.  Though spilling 
over its porch, this treasure is secured behind great screens of 
diagonal bronze bars: the splendid wealth of the goddess can be 
seen.  The other space, back beyond the impenetrable cross-
wall, enclosing the new image of the goddess herself; whose 
cost, in its precious materials and their working, appropriately 
exceeds the great cost of the whole enclosing container.!

!
Coming out

Thus we can now see Athéné:  she stands alongside her ancient, 
parallel twin to the north; and she stands with her back to the 
treasury to the west, its taboo riches protected, awaiting 
fertilisation.[16]  Following her staring grey eyes, looking to the 
east, as the great doors open their full 4.25 metre width and 
nearly ten metres height, eyes can adjust to the anguish of 
morning sunlight and the heat flooding in.   Out over the 
shining pavement, past great marble trunks standing so 
majestic and simple on the very edge of their platform, the 
edge of the world, the view to the east is immense, infinite; to 
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[15]   At Athens, the Ionic Order is first 
seen outside a building after 431 BCE   
On the Ionic qualities of  the new temple, 
see Korres (1994) p 84-8, and Rhodes 
(1995).   

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
[16]   The earlier temple begun on this 
site also began to build a west chamber, 
long before the Dorian League treasury 
needed an Athenian home.   This 
strengthens the (minority) view today that 
there was a religious meaning for this 
west room, the parthenon.



the vastness of the sky, and the shimmering hills just 
discernible in the glare.!

We step outwards, into an inner porch.  This vast threshold, 
edged on three sides by two steps, is fronted by a row of six 
columns ten metres high and closed in by short, stub 
extensions of the walls of the shed we are leaving.  Transition 
from the deep interior to that vast openness beyond, is layered 
with extreme subtlety.   This first wide porch, defined by the 
wrap-round steps, columns and the protecting flanks, slows the 
forward dynamic with a powerful cross rhythm. This contained 
breadth mediates the great expanse visible beyond; we are still 
‘enclosed’, somehow safe in an ‘in-between’, interior space. The 
containing form of the solid temple is still implied around by 
the columned edge of huge trunks and its great entablature still 
overhead.  On the outside of this wide threshold, a great frieze 
wraps the rectangular building, uniting this open porch within 
the solid rectangle it encircles and encloses. Thus, though this 
porch is open, it feels contained.  Other than when looking on 
the axis straight ahead, only glimpses of views can be snatched 
between the great protective trunks.    Stepping out over the 
sill, and descending the two steps, we enter an outer portico, 
the pteroma with eight far more massive columns. !

This is the final, crucial transitional space: beyond us stretches 
elsewhere.  This threshold, while still contained, now clearly 
says it is an edge.  The fluting, catching sun and shadow, may 
lead the eye round column trunks, linking inside and out.   But 
they also reinforce the edge.  Two razor-sharp flutes on each of 
these larger, outer columns tangentially touch the edge of this 
marble raft, which floats half a metre above the next sub-
platform.  Precise, geometric layers of plane and line speak of a 
subtly modulated cultural threshold:  between the more eastern 
sense of enclosure within, a sense of the Asian coast across the 
Ionian Sea, and the more western world of Attica surrounding 
us here.  Looking backwards, there is an unavoidable sense of 
eastern - Ionian - refinement about the box we have left; with 
its portico of six unusually delicate Doric columns linked by its 
encircling entablature of Ionic proportion, and its obviously 
Ionic frieze on top.  Turning outwards again, we are encircled 
by a colonnade of more massive, western - Dorian - trunks.  To 
journey outwards from here, movement must be axial.   Only in 
the centre are there now steps,  away to the horizon; and down.!

Any Ionic spatial ambiguity on the platform is sharply curtailed 
by the edge of this Doric raft on which it all floats.   As with all 
Doric, this edge sharply separates.   The Doric building is 
divided by this vertical change from the surrounding temenos, 
presenting itself as an object, to be experienced outside, its 
significant space being the lower surrounding plain.!

!
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This outer Doric colonnade, while we remain on the deck and 
under its long wings, appears immensely tall; narrower than the 
ambulatory on the dark, cool, other side of this flank wall.  The 
increased density of columns at the corner intimates not the 
end of a colonnade but a corner, whose space continues around 
the naos.  In this zone stand memorials, shrines with oil 
burning, dedicatory steles, a circular altar.   Our experience is 
defined by the great rhythm of these vast columns, suspended 
between shining dark wall on our one side and the distant sky 
on the other.[17]   Moving along the enclosed space, between 
these densely planted trunks, the only escape is in dynamic 
glimpses to the side, between the nearest columns, or else, 
looking straight ahead, away over the edge of the world, the sky 
held under the enclosing architrave and between the tighter 
end pair of columns.   The rhythm of solid and void, mass and 
space, has a dynamism formed by these changing glimpses, the 
plasticity of flute and shadow on the one side, and on the other 
the sheer, smooth monolithic marble sheet-ice of the great box. !

High up, almost indistinguishable under the black roof of this 
porch against the dazzling sky, the decorative frieze band wraps 
the building around.  Lines of figures form this barely visible 
belt.  To some its powerful repetitive rhythms recall the 
carvings in the palace of the Great King, Darios of Persepolis.  
So many bronze horse bridles are seen to glint; jewelled 
diadems faintly sparkle on human heads in the shadow so far 
above.  It seems to be a procession, a vast build-up of 
preparation, of anticipation.  There are women and youths, 
bearers of chairs, water-jug and umbrellas, sacrificial animals 
and musicians, and always more horses, more chariots; all 
slowly wrapping round both sides of the temple, to meet at the 
front.   Here, way above the great east doors, in the morning 
sunlight palely reflected up from the pavement, are women 
carrying ceremonial and ritual objects.   We can almost make 
out the sacred loom for the peplos; there are incense burners, 
cups, a stand for a spit.  They seem to meet the heroes of the 
ten tribes of the polis, marking a transition between human 
and divine, for next the gods are seen seated, calmly awaiting.  
Finally, directly above the entrance, the two streams meet.  
They clasp, as the cloak, the peplos to wrap the ancient 
Athéné, is presented by one of the little arrhephoroi to the 
regal arkhon in the presence of the priestess of the goddess.!

But from where we stand way down here, while all that is 
understood, the eye can only suggest a wonderfully decorative 
belt, its elegant, calligraphic decoration a metre deep and 
barely discernible a far twelve metres above us.!

!
Binding, clothing, decoration

Of Daidalos, the first architect as well as first sculptor, it is said 
that his figures were so wondrously crafted that they had to be 
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held down to stop them walking away.   Daidalos so animated 
his sculptures that they were bound tight.   The binding, then, 
intimated their life - for were they not able to fly there would 
be no need to have chained them down.  The frieze round this 
new temple binds it tight.[18]    It also clothes it, and in so 
doing brings it to life.!

Clothing articulates form.   An Athenian woman wraps around 
her chreos as a second skin to bring the living surface-body, 
thus clothed, to light: it makes her visible.   Up till two 
generations ago (until those times when the Persians came) the 
young women, the korai, were carved with their drapery drawn 
tight round legs, breasts and buttocks to animate them.  This 
contrasted with the archaic assertive pose of the kouros, the 
naked male youth.  Now this female, Ionic temple box is thus 
clothed and animated.   And now surrounded by its colonnade 
of male, Doric, naked warriors.  !

Kosmos is order made visible; by wrapping and colourful, 
decorative articulation - by cosmetic (the words have the same 
root).   This act both intimates life and makes order articulate.   
In the very first hekhadompedon, the first great temple to 
Hera at Samos, there was an ancient image of that goddess.   
Made of olive-wood like Athens’ ancient Athéné, it too was 
ritually clothed and it was chained down.   The act of clothing 
itself binds, as the cords binding the ancient statue; and, by this 
restraining, the dynamic presence of the god is articulated all 
the more.[19] !

Thus the new temple, for the new order at this moment, 
displays its kosmos in its articulation of form and surface - all 
the while personifying the struggle of the barbarian and 
civilization, hybris and sophrosyne, chaos and kosmos (that is, 
order).  Thus, also, the ancient image of Athéné, in being 
ritually rededicated with a new robe, displays her kosmos, 
revitalised and reconnected.  It is this ritual which, essentially, 
has become the life-affirming ceremony of the panathenaia.!

!
The Great Panathenaia

The rhythm of Athenian life is marked by the annual ritual of 
death and renewal which is ordered round the new year.[20]   
Buphonia, the sacrificial festival of 14th Skirophon is the year’s 
last major festival as the old is left behind; then begin  the turn-
of-the-year rituals which culminate a month later in the 
panathenaia.    It starts with Skira two days earlier, when the 
priestess of Athéné Polias and the priest of Poseidon/
Erekhtheos (the central gods of the akropolis), leave secretly 
for Skiron, on the city limit towards Eleusis.  Thus is Athens 
left mysteriously ‘abandoned’ by the gods as the year draws to a 
close.  On this one day, women sacrifice and feast together at 
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 [19]   Two generations later, Alexander 
would not be surprised by similar Hindu 
practices in India 
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!
[20]   Much of  this section comes from 
Burkert (1982) and follows Neils (1992) and 
Boardman (1985); on the actual sacrifice see 
also Vernant (1981).  

[18]   See Hersey (1988), Morris (1992),  
MacEwen (1993).



men’s expense; family order is abolished, marriage suspended.   
Skira marks the dissolution of the year.  !

With the Akropolis so dangerously deserted by the  priests 
(standing for the original king and his goddess), priests of 
Eleusis bring in a bull for an extraordinary sacrifice to Zeus, 
Buphonia.  On the highest point of the akropolis, one ox is 
sacrificed to the highest god, the executioner vanishes and the 
axe which killed is tried for murder.   !

Over the next days, the ancient image of the city’s goddess, 
Athéné, is ritually stripped and cleaned (some say even taken 
secretly to the sea and bathed).  Till at the Great Panathenaia, 
celebrating the birthday of the city goddess on the 28th 
Hekatompedon, she is bedecked and clothed in a new robe, 
renewing form and order; and giving life.!

This central event in the city’s year, the panathenaia, usually 
lasts for two days.   But every fourth year, in the third year of 
the Olympiad, it becomes the Great Panathenaia, the most 
important celebration of the cult of Athéné in all of Greece, 
stretching over four days at the end of the midsummer cycle of 
the moon.   It begins as the moon disappears, culminating at 
the lunar rebirth.   !

On the eve of the festival, Athens witnesses its unique 
pannychis, a night festival with a torch race and the dancing 
and shouting of teenage girls.   Very few hours later, in the cool 
early morning, the procession begins to assemble on the sacred 
way from Eleusis, the home of Mysteries, where that route 
meets Athens’ city wall.    Here, at Dipylon gate, foot-soldiers, 
young riders with fretting horses and women who will serve the 
procession and its rites en route, are being marshalled together 
by the heropoioi.   Nearby, just outside the city gate, oxen for 
the sacrifice - one hundred chosen heifers - are herded 
together, along with the lesser kine, sheep and rams which the 
colonists from the city’s Ionian empire will be sacrificing to 
Athéné.!

From here a walk to the akropolis is less than 2000 paces, but 
the procession will take many hours, stretching across the heat 
of the midsummer day, with rites at shrines and altars along the 
way, and displays of martial skills and horsemanship, music and 
recitation.   There are games and athletics to match those of 
Olympia.   There are musical competitions, with flute playing 
and singing to the lyre.   There is feasting and revelry.   But the 
festival’s heart is the procession which escorts the newly made 
robe from the civic centre to Athéné’s ancient sacred olive-
wood form on her Akropolis.   Nine months earlier, this life-
giving robe (peplos) was conceived at the festival of Chalkeia, 
the feast of Hephaistos, the craftsman god, when two of the 
fair arrephoroi, child priestesses of Athéné, initiated its 
weaving.   This now is its ritual procession, to culminate in 
prayers, hymns, and the enrobing - and thus re-animating - of 
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the sacred image; and which ends in the sacrifice of the cattle 
and the city’s rejoicing at the ablation.!

There are the dignified elders and excited young men, troops of 
soldiers and the assisting women, throngs both of citizen and 
non-citizen, who will all move with the procession, often 
indistinguishable from it, from one ceremony to the next.       
As it sets off to cross the city on the Panathenaic Way, the 
priests and magistrates (arkhontes) are at the head, leading the 
elders (thallophoroi) carrying branches of  the sacred olive of 
Athéné.   Then come virgins tall and stately (kanephoroi), girls 
of noble family, with baskets laden with the sacrificial knives 
hidden in the barley to be thrown over the victims.   There are 
young metics, resident foreigners in purple clothing, with trays 
of sacrificial cakes on their shoulders.   Then more girls with 
stools and parasols, and other women with water-jugs.  (This is 
a rare moment in Athenian life when women have a major 
public role.)  And all around are the young Athenian braves 
with, most excitingly, the haughty Athenian cavalry reining in 
their edgy steeds; everywhere marshals are checking, organising 
and cajoling.   Before the sun lowers, there will have been 
games, epic recitations, music competitions, athletic contests 
and dancing in armour as the great procession wends its way.    !

If noisy and informal, all Athenians nonetheless recognise its 
serious purpose.    The final sacrifice will be the offering of the 
Attic agricultural livelihood: the ox which ploughs, slaughtered 
with libation of water, wine and grain.  But first, the central act 
is to placate and revitalise the goddess with the four-yearly gift 
of a new robe.  !

The chosen women and young arrhephoroi have been busy 
with this new woollen peplos for nine months, and now their 
labour is finished.  In the agora, the robe is received by the two 
arrhephoroi who had initiated its making.   They take it across 
to the  Arkhon Basileus, the ‘kingly minister’, standing 
alongside the priestess of Athéné in  front of the Royal Stoa.  It 
is received and inspected, its woven surface appearing as an 
epiphaneia: woven into or embroidered upon it are images of 
gods battling with giants.   Prominent in the struggle - depicted 
here, as on the north metopes of the new temple in the high 
city, as indeed on the shield of the new goddess within it - are 
Athéné and her father Zeus.  The illustrated peplos is folded, 
and ready for the procession.   The sacred loom has been 
dismantled, to be put away for three more years.!

The procession moves on to make offerings at the altars of 
tribal heroes, the ‘ten heroes’ of the Athenian clans, and then at 
the altar of the Olympian gods.    There are recitations from 
The Odyssey - whose narrative persistently opposes Athéné 
and Poseidon, an image made so magnificently concrete on the 
great Western tympanon of the new temple.  Then, by horse 
races and chariot displays, Athenians give homage to the dead 
of old.[21]  But the greatest spectacle, for which grandstands 
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have been erected, is when the charioteers’ apobatati, their 
partners dressed as fully armed warriors,  jump on and off as 
their chariots race.  As ever, sport and war are analogous, 
athletics a surrogate for military contest.   This particular trick, 
as they recount, epitomises Athens.   It is an exercise invented 
by Erekhtheos himself, and hence so prominently memorialised 
on the new akropolis temple’s frieze.   The importance of 
musical competitions during the day is also reflected in the 
four flautists and  kitharists on the frieze.   So many contests!   
1,400 prize amphora have been thrown and painted just for 
this occasion, each great jar identically holding one unit, nearly 
39 litres, of Athéné’s sacred, virgin olive oil.[22]!

 At the heart of the procession rides the ship - or rather a 
wheeled vehicle shaped like a ship.  This winds its way through 
the lower city with the newly woven peplos now flying as its 
sail, so that it can be better acknowledged by all, weaving the 
city together.  From stands and vantage points, the throng sees 
its festival pass, until, finally, the ship is moored, all carts and 
chariots are abandoned, as the slope steepens.   Now cattle 
jostle and nudge, as they climb up the rocky akropolis.  On a 
primeval path thousands of years old, past the giant walls of 
unhewn boulders, the great trail winds onto the recent marble 
ramp and then through the brand new,  brilliant marble 
gateway.   Immediately on the right, at the bastion of the 
citadel, is the altar to Niké, Athéné as victory. Here the first, 
“the finest and the best,” of the hundred sacrificial heifers 
being led up to the sanctuary is sacrificed;  offered to the most 
ancient cult of Athéné protector of the city, Polias, and its 
victory, Niké.  !

The starkly unsculpted propylæa has been built in the same 
recent years as the sculptures on Athéné’s new temple were 
being carved; all begun since the new image of Athéné and her 
temple shell were dedicated two Great panathenias ago.  This 
wondrous pillared portico, at the head of its awesome 
processional marble steps, cloaks any view of the hilltop 
beyond.  Only having passed through the columned layers of 
this new entrance, filled with sculpture and great paintings on 
mythological themes, will the temenos finally be entered.  This 
threshold, the border from low to high in more than a literal 
sense, is the most profound point of transition. Now the 
procession has reached the sacred ground.   !

To our left stands the giant bronze Athéné; the 9.25 metre high 
Promachos warrior, made not just of Persian but explicitly of 
Marathon spoil. Standing so great that the tip of her spear 
impresses sailors off Sounion, she points towards the site of her 
great victory at Salamis nearly half a century ago.   Thus Athens 
reminds herself - and her Greeks cousins - how she defeated 
Persia, alone but for the Platæans, before that Sparta-led 
alliance which finally repulsed Xerxes.    !
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To our right, the western face of the vast new temple 
dominates the scene in three-quarter view.  Its flights of steps 
are covered with dedications and standing stelæ.   Far above, 
the newly completed, virtuosic sculptures of its vast tympanon 
declaim in fortissimo Athéné’s victory over Poseidon, and thus 
the unity and majesty of Athéné and her city.   Looking 
eastwards, far ahead the akropolis stretches beyond the new 
temple’s flank to the Great Altar of Athéné. !

As the procession moves forward once more, it is channelled 
towards the great new temple, to the right of a platform wall 
which hides from view the most sacred ruins of all, where 
memory of that fateful Persian invasion is still very much alive.  
Now we slowly rise and finally see where ruined remains of the 
old temple still lie; here, close by the magical salt-water well 
and Poseidon’s trident mark in the rock; here is Athéné’s holy 
olive tree - vast, knobbly and antique -  miraculously reborn 
after the Persian blitzkrieg.   !

This is where the venerable olive-wood goddess still dwells.   
She is Athens’ most precious relic - the only treasure that was 
saved from the invading Persians.   Archaic, even foreign in 
appearance, she awaits the procession, decked out in gold and 
jewellery. This ancient cult object, already almost ghostly in 
shape, under her decoration, is barely representative of human 
form.  Now the new peplos is brought forward.  Handed once 
again by one of the young arrhephoroi  to the arkhon basileus, 
it is held up and shown to the crowd.  (Most in the throng miss 
this essential moment: the old temple will soon be 
reconstructed to include a unique porch specially for this 
moment.   Supported by marble arrephoroi, and facing across 
to the new temple, it will be a fitting place to show the robe.
[23] )   The peplos now is dedicated to Athéné; and wrapped 
around her.   And the sacrifice begins.   !

Directly ahead, between the new temple to the right and the 
old to the left, between future and past - Athens defined in 
dialectic polarity as ever - and across this sacred plateau beyond 
the remains of the temple ruined by the Persians, there stands 
the great altar of Athéné.   With those ruins are now largely 
cleared, the Athenian thus can hold the dynamic equilibrium of 
both/and; the cross-axis of both that powerfully present site of 
memory to the north, and the new temple’s powerful purity to 
the south.   And its intersecting long west-to-east axis: this low 
platform of the great altar is newly revealed to be directly 
aligned between the western sea, behind us, at Salamis, and the 
sacred form of Lykabettos mountain ahead of us, beyond the 
altar to the east, with the distant horns of Mount Hymettos on 
the horizon.     !

A fire is burning on this most ancient place.  (The more ancient 
the altar, the more blood it has absorbed, the more sacred it is.)   
There are jugs of water and baskets of cereal.  Now is the 
inevitable conclusion.  One by one, the remaining ninety-nine 
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cows, increasingly bellowing and frightened are brought 
forward.!

!
Sacrifice

Prometheus had tricked Zeus, long ago, into agreeing that the 
gods’ portion of a sacrificial animal should be its bones and 
offal wrapped in rich but unappetising fat; and the lean meat 
was left for mortals.  (There is a distant memory of this ancient 
truth on the surface of the new temple now towering alongside 
as a southerly enclosure to this noisy place, jostling full as a 
market.  The thighbone of an ox, the sacred part of a sacrifice, 
is carved in three, a triglyph, and wrapped in strips of dripping 
fat.  This becomes the abstracted, thrice-sliced decorative 
element repeated round the entablature, with the binding of its 
regulæ and from which drops of the sacred fluid, guttae, fall.   
While, between these triglyphs, the metopes repeat their story 
of humanity forever struggling for civilization, standing, as 
always, between cannibalistic animals and vegetarian gods.)!

Having been tricked out of the meat, Zeus confiscated fire; it 
was when Prometheus stole it back that Zeus commanded 
Hephaistos to fashion Pandora, as we saw on the new indoor  
Athéné’s plinth.   In sacrifice, the animals are transformed into 
the god; in the sacrificial meal which follows, the animal-god 
fuses with the worshippers.   Thus are the people of Athens, 
once each midsummer, bound together; and their goddess to 
her city.!

Beasts are now dragged before the long altar.   Raw barley 
grains are flung over them as, from the baskets, come the 
hidden sacrificial knives.  The stunning axe rises and falls, 
severing the cervical vertebrae.   As the knives then slit the 
throats, the shocking blood-spilling begins.  It is as if each cow, 
crowned with its headband and to the sound of flutes, has been 
waiting for this explosive moment.   Now the women’s screams, 
a ritualised yodel-like keening, acknowledge in terror the god’s 
presence.   The smell of guts and sweat becomes almost 
overpowering; soon black smoke from the burning offerings of 
bones and fat rise ever more thickly to declaim the sacrifice.  In 
the deadly axe-blow and the gushing blood, the god is 
experienced.  Precious blood drains through the altar; the 
animal is carved up; the heart, still beating, is placed on the 
altar; bones - especially the thigh, chopped in three and 
wrapped in fat - are added to the fire.   The terrifying violence, 
the bliss in recognition of this absolute authority; thrilling and 
impressive, this ritual continues, men working as automata 
until the sun descends to the north-west from where, far below 
and so much earlier, the procession had begun.  It is a 
conspicuous display to propitiate the goddess, while the treat 
of lean meat is carted and dragged down to the agora for 
distribution.    !
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Such sacrifices, the pragmatist notes, are the ordinary citizen’s 
main source of meat; it is not a common occurrence, and brings 
much celebration, feeding the living both spiritually and 
literally.    Meanwhile the act of piety, too, is not just in the 
bloodshed but is in the act of meat-eating.   Through partaking 
in the sacrificial meal, Athenians are linked with their goddess - 
though by eating meat they are divided forever from the 
(vegetarian) gods.   Through the shared ritual of eating this 
sacrificial meal, the bond of social interaction is affirmed.  In 
these ways, in the days before the festival has exhausted itself, 
the city is woven together again, its unity under its protectress 
reinforced once more.   The inclusiveness has exemplified 
Athens’ participatory democracy; contests have demonstrated 
the competitive striving for perfection; prizes have displayed 
the skill of the artisan; over it all, Athéné’s protection of her 
great city is repeated.!

Weaving its way through the polis as a great procession, the 
Panathenaia has been led by a ship.  Its peplos sail, appearing 
after nine months’ gestation, weaves the city, making it 
coherent.  This sacred woven garment has now wrapped - and 
thus made visible once more - the goddess herself reborn: 
Athéné goddess of weaving,  goddess of her city Athens.!

The Great Panathenaia has been an umbilical cord, pulsing 
with life, stretching back in its meander from the sacred high 
altar down to the beating heart of the city.   Cut loose at the 
placenta end, it is slowly pulled up the akropolis and bound as a 
girdle round the naos of the new temple.   Placenta, as ever, is 
ambiguous: that source of rich strength, but dangerous and 
taboo; not exactly the mother, it goes back deeper,  yet more 
mysteriously.  Here it seems to stretch way back from the 
agora, the city’s beating heart, up the Panathenaic Way beyond 
Athens, to mysterious mists of Eleusis.!

!
The Narrative Garb

These are the threads woven together as the Ionic frieze on the 
new temple, a 161.6 metre length of one metre thick belt, 
decorated in low relief and wrapped around the naos.   It tells 
its tale of Athens, a narrative of civic figures carved in an ideal 
mirror.[24]    !

Clearly this narrative reflects the Panathenaia.   Could it even 
show the very first Great Panathenaia itself?    Or is it an 
apotheosis of Athens rather than the record of the actual 
event?   Yet doesn’t it depict all these groups represented on 
earlier Akropolis dedications, on those archaic memorials so 
terribly defaced by the Persians (many of them, of course, 
associated with the Panathenaia themselves)? So is it, perhaps, 
some ideal procession of these perished monuments?   Are the 
192 carved horsemen those earlier 192 men who, soon after 
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themselves partaking in that Great Panathenaia twelve 
celebrations ago, died gloriously on the field of Marathon?[25]!

The frieze passes our eyes as a clear-running stream; while 
through the water’s surface we discern these and other forms.   
Whatever the images in its depths, they always recall both the 
Persian wars and the continuity of Athenian pulsing life.!

At the west end, the procession starts with horsemen 
preparing; dressing, adjusting reins, mounting; horses’ heads 
dramatically strain and are restrained, before breaking into a 
canter.  Turning to the long sides, great cavalcades get 
underway, heading east along each flank.  That along the 
southern wall, (moving to the right) whose imagery includes 
ten sacrificial oxen, suggests the new democratic Athens; that 
along the northern side (moving to the left), with its multiples 
of four, and its four sacrificial sheep and cows, may recall the 
four archaic Ionian tribes of Athens.   Excited groups of riders 
and charioteers,  old and young men pass, with marshals at the 
corners as the trail turns in to the East; and there the dialectic 
of old and new is resolved.  Now women are seen to be heading 
the much slowed chain as it reaches the static, archaic scene of 
gods and goddesses, the twelve Olympians who await its arrival.   !

The women move forward, to the centre from north and south, 
led by the heroes of the ten tribes.  Then the six waiting gods 
on either side of the centre - at a quite new, expansive, 
immortal scale -  sit relaxed on their stools facing outwards to 
the procession.   What senses are in this air - what aura does 
this building embody?   These heroes, animated, facing each 
other as they talk, seem far from a dignified approach to the 
Olympian throne.  While for their part, the two central 
couples, Zeus and Hera, Athéné and Hephaistos, are clearly 
intimately absorbed in each other.  Now, finally, at the very 
centre and behind the backs of these pairs of gods, the peplos 
is presented by mortals to mortals!     Every Athenian knows 
how these figures also stand for Erekhthonios the primal 
ancestor, handing the archetypal peplos to Kekrops the first 
king, in the presence of his daughters and his mother Gé.  Here 
Athenian autochthony, her being here before time was, really is 
carved in stone. !

The superb formal imagery is an astonishing invention; unique 
in its daring to depict mortals in the company of gods and 
heroes on a temple.   Worship of Athéné merges with pride in 
Athens.   How close it sails to the mortal sin of hybris!   While 
votive reliefs dedicated on the Akropolis by a citizen, depicting 
his family approaching the god may be commonplace enough, 
such a link has never been made on a temple.  Is this here such 
a dedication, but one now embracing the whole polis: as the 
whole Athenian people approach the awaiting gods?   (Once 
more we wonder, does this building even fit within the known 
definition of a temple?)!
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 [25]   Those men of  Marathon, 
assisted by the gods in their victory 
that day, would by now be seen as 
Athenian heroes; and so naturally be 
depicted riding in archaic four-horse 
chariots as did the heroes of  Troy - 
and as appear on the frieze.  



The more clearly the new building is seen as a frame onto 
which this narrative is woven, or as the weather-proof shelter 
for the goddess’ new image, round which the frieze is bound, so 
also its other meaning as treasury becomes more sharply 
defined than that of temple.   Looking more closely, we see 
that, with wonderful ambiguity, the handing over of the peplos 
doesn’t actually mark the precise centre of the frieze.   At that 
point, directly over the great entrance, the priestly maiden, 
with her back to the peplos, is accepting a stool and other 
objects: treasures, which may indeed be Persian booty.  Is the 
whole frieze, then, a quite conscious parody of the frieze of 
tribute bearers to the great king Darios at Persepolis?   Here 
free democratic citizens bring their gifts to the gods, to their 
own goddess, to themselves?     !

“We wish to give praise for our fathers, that they were worthy 
of this land, and of the peplos,” as Aristophanes wrote only a 
few years earlier.   It is obvious that the presentation of the 
peplos marks the religious climax - of the whole akropolis ritual 
as of the frieze.   But it is to the civic aim, the procession itself, 
that the gods appear to attend.  This whole depiction is a 
flagrant breach with tradition; as a contemporary subject it is 
unique.  The Olympians are all seated together to welcome 
heroic Athens to their presence; Athens personified in the foot 
soldiers of Marathon, now become cavalier heroes.   But if they 
are paying little enough attention to the procession, 
outrageously, the gods actually turn their backs on the sacred 
peplos ceremony being enacted.!

The great frieze is a compositional tour de force.  It fills its 
even space with the vastness of great gods alongside mere 
mortals, with horses and chariots whose riders mingle 
alongside those on foot, yet without leaving great empty gaps 
nor ever appearing absurdly out of proportion.   It is equally a 
technical tour de force.  All is wonderfully tooled, crafted with 
devotion and amazing skill.  For whether depicting calmly 
processing women, frenzied overlapping racing chariots, or the 
great immortals, there is only a metre depth to work with, and 
nowhere is the shallow relief incised more than ten millimetres 
[two and a half inches] deep.   The low-relief workmanship 
ranges from richly modelled three-quarter faces, to the 
overlapping heads of four horses, to the delicate delineation of 
a sandal barely inscribed in the stone.   It is covered, of course, 
with brightly coloured flesh tones and drapery which, with its 
sparkling bronze details - spears, necklaces, harnesses, 
complete the form.   All the colours are harmonised by the 
marble which glows through the paint, the figures standing 
against a deep blue ground.!

This intimate, immediate, local story, carved with such warmth 
of expression and emotion, must be virtually indecipherable to 
the stranger; and anyway it is nearly invisible to all.  This is an 
Athenian secret, arrogantly dedicated to the virtù of Periklean 
Athenian citizenry.   Delicate yet immensely confident and 
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daring, it is the ribbon which binds the inner temple’s Ionic - 
and thus also Athenian - sensibility amidst these Doric lands.    
It is yet one more instance of the subtle dynamic tension 
which, in forming this building, manages to hold in balance a 
sense of the Ionian world, of the east whence the Athenians 
came, with the Dorian architectural and religious tradition of 
the mainland where they settled.      !

!
The Decorated Shed

It is a secret, sacred ribbon hidden within the collonade.  But 
once we are fully outside, having stepped down and into the 
Attic air’s piercing clarity, as we turn our dazzled eyes back, the 
building’s exterior appears quite different.      After the elegant, 
obscure, low relief of the Ionic frieze, here, the stockade of 
Doric columns is surmounted by its frieze: a ring of 92 
metopes, virtually fully three-dimensional figures, deeply 
carved in  sharp sun and shadow.  While above them, at east 
and west, the vast pediments, triangular frames carved nearly a 
metre deep, are filled with a great cast of fully sculpted, 
rhetorical figures.!

Out here in the sunshine, the tales are all versions of the one 
great story: the battle for civilization, wherein Hellenic order 
defeats dark confusion.  It is a panhellenic theme to which all 
Greeks resonate.   Nothing is secret here.   What was first 
intimated on the great statue’s shield and sandals is now spelled 
out, is carved out in high relief in the animated metopes.   To 
the south, humans combat with centaurs and on the north, 
most publicly visible, Troy falls to the Greeks.  On the worldly 
west end, Athenians battle with the Amazons, while, finally, on 
the divine east front, above the doorway, the Olympian gods 
engage giants in battle, with Athéné taking her central role in 
their victory.   This is exactly the image woven into the peplos, 
the robe which is depicted within the colonnade directly below 
our gaze.   We now recognise that this panhellenic theme has 
been eloquently hijacked to sing the linked triumph of Athéné, 
Athens, and democracy. !

In each varied representation, the fate of hybris is dramatically 
stated once more.   The savage women are subjugated, humane 
Lapiths repel the barbarous insolence of the centaurs, the pride 
of Troy is humbled - and finally, on the east, the gods 
demonstrate heavenly precedent for that law which punishes 
hybris.   Unstated because there is no need to spell it out, this 
sin’s most recent retribution, the humiliation of the Persians, is 
written right through this building.     Once again the pairs of 
dialectical opposites, which the Athenian mind so loves, 
continues to echo: civilization versus barbarian - and all its 
variants, even to Europe versus Asia and citizen versus woman. !
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These metopes, set up so high and well under life size are 
noticeably smaller than those on the recently completed 
temple at Olympia.  Yet their being deeply carved out (regularly 
up to thirty centimetres deep), filling the space as boldly as 
possible, makes up for any sense of smallness.    They range 
from heads of utmost personal pathos, carved in a moving 
mimesis, to archaic, stylised warrior masks.   (This range helps 
fuel the widespread rumour that some had indeed been made 
for the earlier, never completed, temple on this site.)  
Throughout, the depiction is not of victory as much as of 
struggle, of agon.[26]     It is not the outcome - the defeat of 
centaurs, giants, Amazons or Trojans - which is emphasised;  as 
much as the perpetual relationship.   This is the triumph of life, 
depicted as existential agony; the concept of agon as that on-
going struggle of good and ill, of the opposing forces in nature, 
society, ideology and person.   And then, at east and west, all 
eyes are drawn up further, to the great gables, the tympanoi.!

In olden days, at a sacrifice, the tympanon, the bone and 
leather drum of the Bacchic ritual, was used as a table.    Pieces 
of sacrificial meat to be eaten were set out on this stretched 
skin, held smooth by its thick edge. In the centre was the head 
of the sacrificial beast.     !

Now, above the sharply coloured band of metopes on our 
building, the great, deeply coloured triangular frames of the 
cornice enclose vast tympanoi to East and West.[27]  Here, 
held within the wide rim of the darkest shadow, is piled up the 
heroic climax of the building.    Athenians, on the West 
pediment, dare to match the Olympians on the opposite 
eastern end. The presence which dominates arrival on the 
akropolis, above those metopes showing Athenians in victory, is 
the new temple’s western pediment which articulates Athenian 
patriotism.   Here, it proclaims, is a land so priceless that even 
the gods contest to sponsor it.    Athéné and Poseidon 
approach from either side, their conflict is framed by Dionysus 
and Cephisus, the salt-spring and the sea are there, and the 
sacred olive of victorious Athéné, shining in bronze, finally 
takes the centre.   This thrilling drama is at the Athenian 
essence: its land safe with Athéné, its political economy resting 
on the olive and the sea.   It is a tableau central to the 
prosperity of Attica.    With the two central figures twice the 
size of humans, its impressiveness overpowers.!

With foreboding about the coming half-century, we shiver at 
their optimism in this defeat of unreason - the god of 
earthquake, the dark ocean and uncontrollable nature - by the 
goddess of intellect, light and positive reason.!

We move eastwards towards the front, alongside the building’s 
great bulk, slowly overtaking its deeply shadowed processional 
frieze, where civic, religious and political unity and pride are 
inseparably interwoven.   The only possible viewing of the 
frieze is from this walk; within the pteron the angle is too 
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 [26]    The notion that the central 
metopes on the South (recorded in 
‘Carrey’ drawings) show the 
separate tale of  the birth of  
Erekhthonios, is disputed by 
scholars.  Brommer (1967) argues 
strongly that the west metopes show 
Greeks versus Persians rather than 
Amazons, but doesn’t convince. For 
the suggestion that the myth of  
Daedalos and Theseus is on the lost 
south metopes, see Morris (1992) 
p272; this  is an attractive but 
minority opinion.  See also 
Delivorrias (1994) p 118-9 for a 
range of  interpretations.  

[27]The subject of  the pediment 
sculpture is simply named by 
Pausanias as: that “over the 
entrance is the circumstances of  
the birth of  Athéné, and that of  the 
pediment at the back is the contest 
of  Poseidon and Athéné for the 
land.”      This is the only literary 
source known from antiquity.  



acute, but from along the North side the glare too great.[28]   
(If the glimpses between the great columns as we pass are 
intermittent, at least there is no chance of the frieze being 
misread as one continuous, extended episode in time.)       !

Over the eastern entrance, on the frieze the robe is received; 
the giantomachy which we know the peplos depicts, with Zeus 
and Athéné victorious, is repeated piu forte on the metopes 
above, this crescendo reaching its climax, with a roll of drums, on 
the great tympanon yet higher.  The apotheosis of Athéné 
herself fills this pediment, with the depiction of her birth - that 
date, of course, which is commemorated by the Panathenaia 
each year.   This great scene ties Athens’ role at the head of the 
Greeks (so proudly displayed on the western approach) into its 
place, underpinned now  by Athéné’s place  as the favoured 
child of Zeus.    If the west depicted her relation to the city, the 
east fixes her in the panhellenic Olympian pantheon.   While 
the battle of Athéné and Poseidon at the far end is almost 
unprecedented as a sculptural subject, Athéné’s birth had been 
a popular image a century ago, though it is rarely depicted now.  
The two epic tales stand, as ever, in Athenian dialectic.!

If the west pediment was full of excitement, the eastern one 
exhibits a calm majesty, establishing Athéné - intellect, wisdom, 
civilization - as the focus for Athens.[29]  The moment 
depicted on the back, which we saw first, was one of maximum 
action.  The front, this Eastern pediment, depicts a moment of 
profound calm, that after Athéné’s birth.   Here Zeus has the 
place of honour.   His wondrous great figure sits exactly in the 
centre of the tympanon over the entrance.   As Athéné’s place 
is justified in relation to Zeus, the perfect symbol of that 
relationship is her birth - a wonderful and difficult subject, and 
fitting within the almost impossible constraint of the wide 
triangle, is formed here in  imagery of astonishing brilliance.   !

“Great Olympos itself !
 shook terribly!
under the might!
of  bright-eyes,!
the earth groaned!
awfully and the ocean!
was moved to foam up!
with dark waves,!
then as sudden!
the salt-sea stopped.!
The glorious son of Hyperion, !
the sun, stood !
his fast-footed horses still!
for a long time, !
until the girl !
took that god-like armour !
from her immortal shoulders.  !
Shrewd Zeus !
laughed.”    [30] !
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[29]       Rhodes (1995) is good on the 
convention of  a ‘narrative’ arrangement 
on the back pediment and an 
‘emblematic, confrontational’ 
composition on the front of  the Doric 
temple; and how, obviously, the 
iconological programme here develops 
that tradition. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
[30]   From the First Homeric Hymn to 
Athéné  (Boer, 1970, p137-8).   Herington 
(1955) suggests that this Homeric hymn 
either directly inspired, or was directly 
inspired by, the east pediment of  this 
building; Hooker (1963) argues that it was  
composed for a Panathenaia  
contemporary with the new building. 

[28]   Only if  walking along the Southern 
Akropolis wall, with sunlight reflected up 
onto the frieze will it not appear lost in a 
glaring shade.



Appearing from the angle at the left, the southern end, four 
horses of Helios, the sun’s chariot rise from the ocean’s waves 
at dawn, the scene expands past various deities until the birth 
of the goddess is reached.   Among the great central figures 
(they are over three metres tall), stands Hephaistos, starting 
backwards with his midwifery axe; then Hera, next Zeus - 
seated on an elaborate throne, looking back towards the dawn - 
and finally Athéné herself at his left hand.   Then down, as 
slowly as it had risen, until finally the heads of the four horses 
of the chariot of the moon, after her nightlong dash across the 
sky, descend into the water.   Sun rises and moon sets in 
accordance with the fixed pattern, the ordered universe which 
frames all.!

As a composition, within the uniquely elongated triangular 
tympanon, its symmetrical power is magnificent; from the 
central figures, to the groups of three women - each triad 
consisting of a virgin (nearest the centre), a mother and a bride 
- who so subtly accommodate the spatial change from standing 
to reclining, to Dionysos on one side and Aphrodite on the 
other, each a deity bound to the world of men, and thence to 
the flanking chariots of dawn and dusk so brilliantly hinted by 
horses’ heads, the team of Helios bounding up from the left 
corner to that of Selene drooping exhausted to the right.  The 
great, sculpted figures are three-dimensional and active; they 
twist, are angled, project beyond the tympanon as if jumping 
free of the architectural frame.[31] !

Capping it all, straining against earthbound gravitational reality, 
a great akroterion on the corners of each pediment takes the 
form of a human size gilded Niké about to take flight.[32]   
Finally, the top of each great triangle is held down by the 
fantastic, sinuous plant shape of the antefix, standing nearly 
four metres above the lofty apex.!

And all these surfaces are painted; richly, darkly, brightly.  
Covered in pattern, and brought alive.  Deeply dyed with garish 
pigments; marble figures tinctured with red, green, blue and 
yellow.  Red lips, glowing eyes of precious stones and artificial 
eyelashes.!

!
The architecture is polychromatic, and the sculpture as part of 
it.[33]   From a distance there appears the deeply coloured 
triangle of the cornice, topped by its bright silhouettes of 
akroteria and antefix; below this the band of boldly painted and 
gilded metopes, whose figures struggle over a terracotta 
background punctuated by the brightly blue triglyphs.  Overall, 
the palette seems of red, brown, blue/green,  black and golden 
yellow. The box’s smoothest walls, in  a rich warm hue, are set 
off by the cream stuccoed surrounding columns.    (Standing in 
the vivid Attic light, notes the pragmatist, this freshly finished 
marble would, without a colour wash, be almost blinding.)   
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[31]   Pindar defined the first tympanon 
as “a restrainer of  violent horses.” 

!
[32]   For the new suggestion, which has 
poetic plausibility, that these are 
victories, see Korres and Boura (1983) 
and Korres (1994)

[33]      As is well known,  traces of  
deep, bold colour were found on the 
cornices by Penrose in the 19th Century. 



Above the creamy white painted columns, the echinus and 
abacus are highly coloured.  The architrave is covered with 
shields and metal wreaths.  On the pediments, we see green, 
red and blue coloured clothing, and tanned bodies.  There are 
shining metal implements, weapons, belts, bridles; we make out 
tinted and gilded hair, red lips and bright eyes.  Wax adds shine 
to the surface and preserves the colouring.  The cornice in deep 
red, brown and blue, is surrounded by gold on cream.  !

All this architectural/sculptural experience may be simply 
called a protective cloak for the goddess.  But it is the most 
richly carved, the most complex narrative and mature drama in 
the Hellenic world.  The quality of the pedimental carving is 
unsurpassed.   And its climax, its essential final step, is the 
painting.   As with the open-eyed image of Athéné, as with the 
cosmetic of women, the painting of the temple clothes it, 
making it visible:  painting gives it final form (kosmos), and life.!

The stories which all this craft portrays, the tales of all these 
figures and how they build into a support structure for Athens, 
needs little explanation to the Athenian.   Like the great 
tragedies which are their contemporaries , these powerful, rich 
stories will withstand centuries of interpretation; they are 
many meanings deep.   Although the pedimental carvings are 
far above us against the bright sky, although never more than a 
third of their surface is visible to us below, everyone knows 
how they have been crafted with an extraordinary care, 
sensitivity, precision and depth.  All can hear them speak.!

Under it all, this great building - the frame for all these tales - 
itself embraces the abstract and the natural.  It is formed on 
ideals of number and commensurate proportion, but their 
subtle modification in practice - like the natural order yet 
uniqueness of a sunflower head - imbues it with individuality 
and life.   It modifies the purity to the perceptible; the divine 
and human are in balance.!

!
! +! ! +! ! +! ! +!

John McKean’s study of the Parthenon then fills out the history of the 
Athenian akropolis, the previous century’s social history of Athens 
leading to the Periklean project of which the Parthenon was the 

centrepiece. !

It looks at the relation of the building to the outdoor life, to religion and 
the city.   McKean relates the processes of its formation, in contracts and 

procedures, in design and in the story of its construction, and its 
materials and costs.  !

!
His text ends: !
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The paradoxical point of poise

The new Athéné temple might seem to an outside glance to 
symbolise a culture at rest, a steady state.   But, like Myron 
with his great diskobolos, we have caught Athens at the 
moment of stillness in a hugely dynamic word.  The pendulum 
is simply at the end of its swing; but that is its position of 
maximum acceleration.   Perikles walks a tightrope - balancing 
the Ionian east and the Dorian peninsula; his empire and his 
essential, surrounding allies.  His panhellenic plan has its 
moment, the new temple epitomises this balance, this poise.  !

Yet within two years Athens is unable to resist warring with its 
closest Doric relatives, opening old wounds among the Greeks 
and setting off the disastrous wars between the Hellenes.[34]  
Within two decades, even while the akropolis old temple is 
being re-built in a form of incomparable, magical complexity, 
Athens appears hell-bent on self-destruction.   Sparta, angry, 
frightened and envious of Athens’ increasingly high-handed 
imperialism, is as arrogant as its brother.   The atmosphere is 
explosive.  Soon Sparta invades and besieges Athens;  a 
terrifying plague breaks out, and takes, as one of its final 
victims, Perikles.    !

The two faces of the Greek self, which Perikles had tried to 
balance - not least in this great Athéné temple - but which were 
constantly being pulled apart, now polarise into Athenian 
versus Spartan, which easily becomes intellectual versus 
physical.   In that destructive conflict, even the Athenian’s 
powerful buttresses of Marathon and Salamis, can only delay 
the inevitability of an unequal contest.!

It has been an extraordinary fulcrum; the arrow is pulled back, 
drawn from the Stone Age and pointing at the Modern world.   
Democracy, taut, calm, upright and free is so fragile; the arrow 
has to be let go - and the consequences of modernity accepted.   
The new temple stands between opposites, a hinge between a 
distant and yet very real past, and a future which will speed two 
and a half millennia with ease.  It is a last and a first.   Formed 
in this little window of its opportunity, one which, with Œdipal 
inevitability, must bring about its own end - for the Platonic/
Aristotelian weltanschuung  (and what will become known as 
‘the modern world’) is only one generation away.    !

It is not just a tale of how the fragile democracy nurtures such 
articulate anti-democrats as Plato; it is not just the final end of 
thinking by making.   It is not just a tale of how the ordering of 
thought by the ordering of matter comes to be replaced by a 
dominance of the abstract, to the denigration of homo faber.   It 
is all these; and it is the inability of the goddess of the golden 
image to speak eloquently to the masses for whom her dark 
sister still retains some power.  One goddess, two images.  One 
sacred Akropolis, two temples.  All these bipolar opposites - 
the irresistible urge of the Greek instinct to define in this way, 
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[34]          “I have been told that the 
Greeks customarily throw themselves 
into wars that are utterly mad,” 
Herodotos quotes a Persian. 



rips spirit from shadow more easily than it balances a 
wholeness of soul.   One Greek character, whose two images - 
Athens and Sparta -  become ever more polarised into racial 
types.  One architecture, whose two images - Ionic and Doric - 
are always more easily contrasted than embraced as was 
uniquely achieved in this new temple. !

For a brief moment, it seems that this tense dialectic life is 
intensely creative; the balance holds.   The goddess is of the 
whole city, old-fashioned and forward thinking.   Janus but not 
two-faced, the Hellene stands as one against the barbarian.   
Democracy can allow space for anti-democrats.  Through 
sculpture and drama, self-doubt is explored in safety.  But, 
allowing questions without boundaries, it nourishes the seed of 
its own destruction.   It is almost that it cannot resist it; it 
tempts it, goads it.  Athens displays her imperial arrogance 
round the Aegean, flaunts her wealth to Sparta, dares Sokrates 
to confuse and condemn her.   Adolescent purity of the most 
mature poignancy, dripping after the swim from the Stone Age, 
stands naked on the beach of the modern world.  !

The next twenty-seven years, the start and end of the 
peninsular war now about to burst, is the clearest defined, most 
decisive chapter in the history of Athens.!

Very soon the whole population of Attica has retreated behind 
Athens’ walls; Sparta invades the land annually, stays a month 
or more, lays waste the fields, and departs.   After a decade, a 
peace is negotiated by Nikias, but the warring soon starts 
again.   Athenian democracy struggles for breath, only gaining 
respite with that brief peace before embarking, six years later, 
on a disastrous expedition to Sicily.          !

Yet in these same years the Akropolis is enriched by the 
renewed old temple (later called Erektheion) and the exquisite 
sculptures on the temple to victory, Niké.   In this, the dialogue 
formed by these Athenian temples mediating between this 
earth and her gods is immensely deepened.  Finally, after 
twenty years, Athens  sinks into exhaustion.   Epidemics kill 
tens of thousands, twenty thousand slaves desert from the 
Laureion silver mines which close down. Coins are not issued 
after Sparta invades Dekeleia, the coinage is debased and made 
from looting their own treasure - in only twenty-six years time 
the unthinkable will happen, the golden Victory on the 
Akropolis is melted down.   In a movement towards oligarchy, a 
tyrannical junta seizes power for three months.!

When Sparta pleads for peace; Athens, on her knees and 
furiously shaking her fists, says no.   With the old temple’s 
rebuilding as Erektheion now finished, the Periklean 
programme for the Akropolis is virtually complete.   Finally, 
shortly after the deaths of Sophocles and Euripides, Athens 
loses a naval battle.   Starved into surrender, the Athenians are 
made to pull down their own city walls to the music of flutes.   
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This is the time of Sokrates; Plato will only too soon found his 
Academy.  Then the Athenian propertied class, with the 
assistance first of Macedonian overlords and later their Roman 
masters, will undermine and finally quench democracy.  !

Within one lifetime, those civic forces marshalled by Perikles 
to form the new temple becomes history, the religious impulse 
seems as if spoken in a foreign language, and the material 
culture has already have become ‘heritage.’[35]    The gods may 
have brought Athens low for its hybris - for presuming to build 
a temple with images of themselves among the Olympians.   
But, almost as soon as it is past, the Periklean age itself begins 
to take on the image of mythology.  This temple, soon to be 
nick-named Parthenon, then survives unaltered for three to five 
hundred years, before the writers thought of as ancient (and 
somehow thus as if its contemporaries) record memories of it: 
Vitruvius, Pausanias, Pliny, Plutarch.  Despite occasional 
pilfering of gold, Pheidias’ Athéné remains in her shed, an 
object of pride and awe for an astonishing eight centuries.  The 
shed, itself repaired and restored on occasion, survives another 
millennium and a half, considerably adapted to the cult of 
another virgin goddess and her son, and then, briefly, to that of 
one other true sky-god, hastening its final destruction.!

Ever since the epic genius of The Iliad, it is in Greek bones 
that there is no refuge from fate.  Thus the ancestors learned 
not to admire force, not to hate the enemy nor to scorn the 
unfortunate.   Does Perikles recognise his hybris, does he 
realise he cannot escape flying too close to the sun?   His 
democracy, lacking the checks and balances of experience, is so 
very fragile; his imperial panhellenism is caught up in the aura 
of his own rhetoric.   Retribution and nemesis is the perennial 
theme of Greek thought.   At this moment the widespread 
pessimism is an inarticulate shadow, but it is a real sense that, 
one day, all this great Athenian polity will dissolve.   The 
Akropolis project, with at its centre this new temple, is not so 
much Perikles’ buttress to immortality as his memorial to, of, 
Athens.  Perhaps the Akropolis, even ruined, could offer a 
model from which the greatness of this moment might be 
reconstrued?   And alongside the lawmaker, demiourgos 
Perikles, flies his friend the form-maker, demiourgos Pheidias; 
is he seeing himself, in his hybris, as the new son of Daedalos?   
Their new temple to Athéné stretches itself upwards to the 
sun, too high.   Up, up into that gold glow which burns to 
dazzling orange; then to yellow, and then to utter white.  
Blinding white.!

! +! ! +! ! +! ! +!

“Les historiens... n’expliquent pas les événements quoi qu’ils pensent; ils 
les explicitent, ils les interprètent: l’historicité est invention.”                               !

 !
P Veyne, 1983!
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[35]   Within a generation, the Athéné 
of  Pheidias had lost its religious 
meaning; Athens had lost its empire, 
critical philosophies had made it 
impossible for the educated citizen even 
to be imaginatively satisfied with the 
Olympian gods.   So it became an item 
in art-history; admired for its decorative 
skill, awesome in its size and expense.   
However the old image, dark Athéné,  
never lost her aura - until by the end,(as 
at the start, she alone was worshipped 
on the akropolis.



!
Author’s note  

I am not a classical scholar.  I write this essay in frustration at 
not having been able to read answers to similar questions.   
There is no room here to add all the ifs and buts which (often 
quite correctly) camouflage the scholar.   I merely suggest a 
reading; and in trying to pick a path through a controversial 
scholarly battleground I remember, as that subtle Roman, 
Pausanias, noted, “most things in Greece are subject to 
dispute.”!

!
John McKean is Professor of Architecture at the University of 
Brighton, England.  A version of this text was in The Journal of 
Architecture (E. F. Spon for the Royal Institute of British Architects), 
Volume 2: Number 2: Summer 1997 The author is extremely grateful to 
the London Hellenic Society, Criticos Prize committee, for a generous 
grant in 1999 to bring the work to completion. The book on The 
Parthenon was commissioned by Phaidon, the manuscript (from which 
this text is excerpted) was accepted, but put in a drawer and never 
published.  !

The author can be contacted at johnmckean.co.uk!
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A note on physical models 

Many copies of Akropolis sculpture were made in the 2nd 
Century CE and at various scales.  Some small versions of the 
new image of Athéné remain, but their verity to the original 
cannot be proven.   !

Modern attempts to reconstruct what the new temple was 
actually like are few, and often obviously flawed.   Neo-
classicism made various essays: the portico of Canova’s temple’ 
at Possagno gets the sense of the pronaos space and size quite 
well; the Scottish National Monument after Waterloo, planned 
to be an almost full-size facsimile, remains a grey granite 
fragment on Calton Hill, Edinburgh, and so on.   Leo von 
Klenze, in 1830, built, outside Regensburg, a facsimile exterior 
(more or less) but with a completely novel interior; the Duc de 
Luynes attempted a facsimile of Pheidias’ new image, the 
chryselephantine Athéné, in its original materials, and in 1880 
James Fergusson built a 1:40 model, reconstructing the building 
as accurately as he could with its image in place inside.  (There 
are drawings of this reconstruction but no recorded 
photographs of the model.)   !

Then in 1927 W. B. Dinsmoor designed another facsimile for  
Centennial Park, Nashville, Tennessee,  claiming it to be a 
unique replica of the interior.  (Interior adaptations to a town 
museum limit its  authenticity.)    During World War 2, Gorham 
Stevens reconstructed the classical akropolis in model , and 
this was used was the basis of the more recent Ontario model, 
where they also reconstruct in larger sectional model, the 
Pheidian statue within the naos.!

________________________________________________________!
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